
Little Darlings Short Hand by Magic George & Friends v.1
(1) It's not the destination it's the journey.
(2) It's not the prop it's the entertainer
(3) Silly Billy is a genius
(4) Blackpool, mutter, mutter, mutter,
(5) Don't do sucker tricks
(6) Do do sucker tricks but empower the child
(7) Empower? Isn't that the ruler of a country.
(8) I do sucker tricks and I don't give a gnats gonad
(9) I'm right and you're wrong (subtext and therefore 

I'm a better entertainer than you) because...
(10) I've been full-time since before I was born
(11) I charge 3 grand a show and often get tipped my 

own body weight in caviar
(12) All my props can fit in a matchbox
(13) I use enough props to sink a battleship
(14) My mum said so.
(15) What props should I buy to be fantastic?
(16) Um (2) but here's a list of what I use . . .
(17) Word of mouth is the best form of advertising
(18) There's a halitosis epidemic in my area
(19) Children's shows should be amazing
(20) Children's shows should be entertaining
(21) Isn't there a middle ground?
(22) Yes, that's where the hobbits live.
(23) What's your USP
(24) A bunny
(25) A distinct lack of bunny
(26) I make the birthday child the star of the show.

(27) I'm the star, sod the brat.
(28) Are you Jolly Roger?
(29) Try searching the forum
(30) How do you dress?
(31) You should have one show that is so brilliant 

that the same bunch of children will watch it 50 
times in one year.

(32) You should have 50 shows so that the same 
bunch of children will watch you 50 times in one 
year.

(33) Children's entertainment is a gift from 'insert 
deity here'

(34) Children's entertainment can only be learnt from 
the approved list of DVDs

(35) Entertain the children ignore the adults
(36) Entertain the adults ignore the children
(37) Be creative!
(38) Is there a dvd on that?
(39) Don't do fire tricks.
(40) You can but be cautious, spray the audience 

with a protective coat of petroleum before 
attempting one.

(41) Yes, you're right, George, and a fine looking 
specimen of a man to boot

(42) I agree with the above 
(43) Here is a new topic that has never been 

discussed on this forum before.


